IMAGE SPECIFICATIONS
Images should not be imbedded in the document. Instead, indicate their placement in
the text with a caption. All images should be mailed on a CD, emailed to
mcr_rcm@cbu.ca, or sent via dropitto.me.
To deliver via dropitto.me:
- Click http://dropitto.me/mcr_rcm
- Your password is mcr_rcm
- Click on Browse and a window will open
- Select the files or the image you wish to deposit
- Click UPLOAD to submit
Accepted Formats: Jpeg or Tiff
Image quality: All photographs must be in focus and, to the best degree possible, well
lit. It is also important that the photographer ensure the camera is set to take the
highest resolution photo possible.
Image Size: The size of the image can be defined by its pixel resolution. In order to
meet the printing standard of 300 dots per inch of resolution, most images submitted to
the journal should be a minimum of 1500 x 1500 pixels. Larger images are always
welcome; if smaller images are too small they will be discarded from the article.
Print size of image (in inches)
8.5" x 11"

Minimum Required
Pixel Resolution / Dimensions
2550 x 3300

8” x 10”

2400 x 5700

5” x 7”

1500 x 2100

To identify the pixel resolution of your photo:
Mac Users:

PC Users:

- Right click (or control+click) on the
image file
- Click on “Get info”
- Click the drop down triangle left of
“More Info”
- We generally don’t print images much
larger than 5” x 7” but the more pixels,
the better the quality

- Right click on the image file
- Click on Properties
- Click the “Details” tab
- We generally don’t print images much
larger than 5” x 7” but the more pixels,
the better the quality
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